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A classic Lynette Eason story of faith, family and dangerTragedy strikes Palmetto Deaf School—
twice. With one student murdered and another missing, it’s up to homicide detective Catelyn
Clark to find the killer—and probable kidnapper—”fast.” She’ll even work with her ex-boyfriend,
FBI agent Joseph Santino, to solve the case…while keeping her distance. Relationships
between cops never work; her parents taught her that. They also taught her that the only one she
can rely on is herself. But when the killer starts targeting Catelyn, it’s only by opening her heart to
faith—and love—that she can finally bring the silent fury to an end.A Silent Fury: Book 2 of the
High Stakes trilogyBook 1: A Silent TerrorBook 2: A Silent FuryBook 3: A Silent Pursuit(Originally
published in 2009)

About the AuthorLynette Eason is the award-winning, bestselling author of several romantic
suspense series, including the Hidden Identity and Deadly Reunions novels. Lynette graduated
from the University of South Carolina and went on to earn her master's degree in education from
Converse College. She lives in South Carolina.Amy Melissa Bentley is a professional stage and
screen actress. A member of SAG-AFTRA, she has performed in Scotland, New York City, and
throughout Connecticut. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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A Silent Terror: A Thrilling Romantic Suspense



Ginny, “Trust & forgiveness. Catelyn is a police officer with a lot of baggage from her childhood.
Based on that, she never trusted or believed that Joseph loved her and wouldn't leave. When
they're thrown together as partners to solve a murder, the old feelings return. The School for the
Deaf is targeted again with a student's murder and another student's disappearance. Catelyn
and Joseph race against time to solve Tracy's murder and to find Kelly. This is a fast paced story
that I had trouble putting down. I love all of Lynette's books and always look forward to the next!”

Darlene C., “Even better than the first one!. I loved the the twists and turns that kept me
guessing! And while some things I was able to figure out, there were still others that surprised
me. The characters were perfect, because they weren't! The true to life struggles that came to
light was very authentic. It was hinted at twice that Ethan and Marianna had news to share...but I
don't thing it was shared...unless I missed it. Maybe in the next book! I haven't reasons of
Lynette Season's books that I didn't love! Be sure to get both books, it's worth it!”

HelenW, “Story with a twist. As usaul the perpeptrator is not anyone who you would expect it to
be and makes for an interesting twist in the story. It was nice to read more about the Santino
family and the normality of their lives despitethe challenges that some of the family members
have. A book dealing with the hearing-impaired community makes for a difference from the
usual, as well as the pressure on the youth to be part of gangs to be acceptable.The
development of Catelyn's relationship with God and Joseph is very real - anger and rejection
she suffered but then overcame, as well as understanding the full depth of the love she felt for
Joseph and what he felt for her.A nice read”

Jody, “Great book.. A Silient Fury by Lynette Eason is a great Christian suspense/romance
novel. This is the second book in this series, however, it can be read as a stand alone. I would
recommend reading them in order because I like catching up with characters I have come to
know in the previous novel. The author did a particularly good job of depicting how teenagers
can get lost when parents get too caught up in their own lives. She also showed how a bad
marriage can warp an individual's perspective of marriage.  The author did a great job.”

paige , San Francisco, “Self reliant, only love can change our hearts. Caitlyn was sure she had to
take care of herself. Abandonment will do that. She didn't let it interfere with her job as a
cop...but her personal life was a mess. As always, Lynette Eason deliverssuspense that gets
your blood going, wrapped with timeless wisdom God created for all of us. We just need to learn
to trust Him with everything and everyone in our lives. God is LOVE and He can turn the most
stubborn personality to gentleness and love”

Ellen Oceanside, “SECOND CHANCE AT LOVE. Story that deals with a lot of different issues.



We have the cop side of Catelyn and Joseph which broke them up two years ago. He wanted
the picket fence and kids, now seeing another side of her, as they work to solve teens being shot
and killed. To issues of her family not being the best. Interesting, of how Lynette has woven these
issues as well as their job into a good story.”

nicole saarinen, “Five Stars. One of my favourite writers!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Book was in great shape. Happy”

The book by Lynette Eason has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 167 people have provided feedback.
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